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Abstract 
Nisan, N., On read-once vs. multiple access to randomness in logspace, Theoretical Computer 
Science 107 (1993) 135-144. 
In the “correct” definition of randomized space-bounded computation, the machine has access to 
a random coin. The coin can be flipped at will, but outcomes of previous coin flips cannot be recalled 
unless they are saved in the machine’s limited memory. In contrast to this read-once mechanism of 
accessing the random source, one may consider Turing machines which have access to a random 
tape. Here, the random bits may be multiply accessed by the machine. 
In this note we show a very concrete sense in which multiple access to the random bits is better 
than read-once access to them: Every language accepted with bounded 2-sided error by a read- 
once-randomized logspace machine, can be accepted with zero error by a randomized logspace 
machine having multiple access to the random bits. 
Finally, we characterize the class of languages that can be accepted with two-sided error by 
randomized logspace machines with multiple access to the random bits as exactly the class of 
languages that are in logspace relative to almost every oracle. 
1. Introduction 
When defining randomized space-bounded computation, there are several possible 
variants to consider: 
1. Type of error allowed 
l Zero error: The machine gives an answer with probability of at least l/2, and when 
it gives an answer the answer is always correct. 
l One-sided error: The machine always rejects any string not in the language, and 
accepts any string in the language with probability of at least l/2. 
l Bounded two-sided error: The machine gives the correct answer with probability of 
at least 3/4. 
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l Unbounded error: The machine gives the correct answer with probability strictly 
greater than l/2. 
2. Halting condition 
l Always: The machine halts on any input and for any sequence of the random bits. 
It is easy to see that this condition is equivalent to that the worst-case running time 
of the machine is at most exponential in the space bound. 
l Unconstrained: There is no requirement that the machine halt on every sequence of 
coin flips. It is possible for these kinds of machines to run for an expected time 
which is doubly exponential in the space bound. (Note: a condition requiring the 
machine to halt with probability one gives the same class. See, e.g., [12].) 
3. Access to randomness 
l Read-once: The machine may flip a random coin at any point. It cannot, however, 
recall the outcome of previous coin flips (unless, of course, they were explicitly 
saved in the limited space the machine has). 
l Multiple access: The machine has a random tape with 2-way access to it. The 
machine may access any bit on this tape several times. 
In this paper we focus our attention on the last issue: the access to randomness. For 
discussion of some of the other issues, and of the various complexity classes defined by 
the different choices, we refer the reader e.g. to [447, 9, 123. 
In this note we consider only machines which halt always, i.e. machines with 
running time which is at most singly exponential in the space bound. Randomized 
space S machines which are not required to do so may run for exp(exp(S)) time and 
are known to be quite strong, even if no error is allowed: in the case of read-once 
access to the random bits they have the full power of NSPACE(S) [6, 81, and in the 
case of multiple reads they have the full power of DSPACE(exp(S)) [9]. 
We denote the classes of languages which are accepted by read-once randomized 
space( S)-bounded machines by ZPSPACE( S), RSPACE( S), and BPSPACE( S) (for 
zero error, one-sided error, and bounded two-sided error, respectively), and the classes 
obtained by multiple access by ZP* SPACE( S), R * SPACE( S), and BP* SPACE( S). 
Most of our discussion will be focussed on logspace machines and the classes obtained 
by them: ZPL, RL, BPL, ZP* L, R * L, BP * L (Note: In [4] the first three classes are 
denoted by ZPLP, RLP, and BPLP, respectively). Everything which we say, however, 
applies to any other “nice” (e.g., space-constructible) space bound. 
The read-once classes are the ones which are usually defined as the randomized 
analogs of logspace, while multiple access to randomness is more similar to the kind of 
access to randomness given to randomized circuits. This access to randomness seems 
to be much stronger than read-once access. Consider, for example, the simulation of 
shallow circuits in logspace: although it is known that NC’ c L c AC’, this result does 
not extend to show that RNC’ cRL; indeed, it is not known whether this is true (or 
even whether RAC’ cRL?). The difficulty lies in the fact that multiple access to 
randomness is required for the simulation of RNC’. Thus, it can only be said that 
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RNC’ c R *L c RAC’. It is, in fact, reasonable to conjecture that RL does not contain 
RNC’ . 
Consider also the deterministic simulation of randomized logspace: it is well known 
that ZPL, RL, and BPL can all be simulated in polynomial time [S]. It is not known, 
however, whether BP* L, R * L or even ZP * L can be simulated in polynomial time (or 
indeed even in sub-exponential time). In fact, it is reasonable to conjecture that these 
classes are not contained in P. 
It is interesting to note that, analogous to the case of randomized polynomial-time 
computation, all of the above-mentioned classes can be simulated nonuniformly in 
logspace (using the techniques of [l]).That is, we have even for the largest class, 
BP* L, that BP* L c L/poly. In this paper we, thus, discuss only uniform simulations 
and classess. 
In both definitions of access to randomness the obvious relations hold: 
ZPLcRLcBPL and ZP*LcR*LcBP*L, and also in both cases we have that 
ZPL = RL n co-RL and ZP * L = R * L n co-R * L. The relationships between the two 
types of classes have been, however, unknown. 
We show here that even the weakest class with multiple access to the random bits, 
ZP*L, contains all the classes with one-way access to randomness. We show that 
every language accepted by a read-once randomized logspace algorithm with 
bounded two-sided error may also be accepted with zero error by a randomized 
logspace machine with multiple access to the random bits. 
Theorem 2.8. BPL c ZP * L. (See Section 2.) 
One immediate corollary regarding standard complexity classes is the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2.9. BPL c ZPAC' . (See Section 2.) 
In fact, a slightly better simulation is implied, e.g., in the class ZP-SAC’ (see, 
e.g., [4] for a definition). The best deterministic simulation of BPL known is 
BPL c DET c NC2 due to [S]. 
In [2, lo] a different way in which multiple access to randomness is better 
than read-once access is demonstrated: logspace algorithms using a polynomial 
number of random bits in a read-once fashion may be simulated by a randomized 
logspace algorithm which uses only 0(log2 n) random bits but with multiple access to 
them. 
In the appendix to this paper we mention another characterization of the class 
BP*L. We show that a language L is in BP*L if and only if it can be recognized in 
logspace relative to almost all oracles. Surprisingly, this characterization holds for the 
two different definitions of relativized logspace (whether or not the query tape is also 
bounded by the space bound). 
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2. Main result 
We are given a BPL-machine M and an input w to it of length n. Our aim is to 
simulate the behavior of M on w in ZP * L. In the discussion below the machine M and 
the input w are fixed. We assume w.1.o.g. that M uses at most space clog ~1, runs for at 
most m = m( n) = 0( nd) steps, and flips a random bit at each step. There are at most nc 
configurations which M may be in (a configuration includes the total state of M (with 
input w): the contents of the work tapes, the locations of the heads on the read-only 
input tape, and the state of the finite control.) 
The outline of the simulation is as follows: We find a small set of strings that are to 
be used in place of the random sequences of coin flips used by M. This set of strings 
has the property that the fraction of strings in the set which cause the machine to 
accept is approximately equal to the fraction of strings in (0, l}” which cause the 
machine to accept. Given this set, we simulate the behavior of M using each string in 
the set as random coin flips. We count the number of strings that cause M to accept, 
and thus derive a good approximation to the number of random sequences of coin 
flips which cause M to accept. 
Definition 2.1. Let LC (0, l}” and SC (0, 11”. S is called E-representative for L if 
In a sense, the set S acts like the output of a pseudorandom generator relative only 
to this specific set L. It is not difficult to show that for every L there exists a small 
polynomial-size set S which is e-representative for L. In fact, a random S will do. The 
problem is to get our hands on a set which is certijied to have this property. The main 
observation of this paper is that for sets L which represent sets of random strings 
which cause logspace machines to accept, we can indeed get sets which are certified to 
be representative. 
Definition 2.2. Let u be a configuration of M and 0 < i < m. L,, i is defined to be the set 
of strings in (0, 1)” which when used by M as the sequence of coin flips result in 
v being the configuration reached after the ith coin flip. L$ (L,‘,i) is defined to be the 
sets of strings in L,.i which have 0 (1) in the (i+ 1)st position. 
Definition 2.3. A set SC (0, l} m is called E-good if for every 06 i< m and every 
configuration v 
We show that (1) a randomly selected set of polynomial size S is very likely to be 
good, (2) a logspace machine can test and verify whether a set S is good, and (3) a set 
which is good is also representative for the set of sequences of coin flips which cause 
the machine to accept. 
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Lemma 2.4. Let E = n-‘; then there exists a constant b = b(c, d, e) such that if S is a set 
of size nb chosen at random in (0, l} m then Pr[S is not E-good] d l/2. 
Proof. By a proper choice of b ( = 0( c + d + e)), and using the Chernoff bounds, it is 
easy to show that for any fixed v,i the probability that 
lIL,‘,inSI-IL,O,inSII 3sISI 
can be bounded from above by n p(c+d)/2. Adding up these probabilities for all pairs of 
i and v completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
Lemma 2.5. The following problem can be decided in logspace: 
INPUT: A set SC (0, l)“, a rational number E. 
OUTPUT: Is S E-good? 
Proof. The following is a logspace algorithm for the problem. We run over all possible 
choices of v and i. For each choice we run over all strings SES and simulate M on input 
w with s as the outcome of the random coin flips. Doing this, we count the sizes of 
Lz, i and Li, i and compare the difference with the product E I SI. We accept if for every 
v and i the difference was at most sIS(. 
Note that this simulation is in logspace as: (1) M can be simulated in logspace, and 
(2) there are only polynomially many choices of i and v. 0 
Lemma 2.6. If S is s-good then it is (cmnC)-representative of the set of sequences of 
random bits that cause M to accept. 
To carry out the induction we will prove a stronger lemma. 
Lemma 2.7. Let S be g-good; then for any 0~ i<m we have that 
Where the sum is taken over all configurations v of M. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on i. For i= 0 the statement is trivial. Assume the 
lemma for i- 1 and prove for i. For a configuration v let U,” (Ud) be the set of 
configurations u such that a coin is flipped in u, and if the outcome of the coin is 0 (1) 
then M’s new configuration is v. By this definition it is clear that L,,i is given by 
Lo,ix 0 LZ,i-l” (j L,l,i-19 
usu; USU 
where the union is of disjoint sets. 
Now fix a configuration v and consider 
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This can be bounded from above by 
The fact that S is a-good implies that for each u 
and, similarly, 
We also have that 
Thus, for any u we can bound 
(and, similarly, for L,‘. i 1 .) 
We thus get that for each configuration o 
1 
<- 
2 c 
(IPr~~sCs~L,,i-~l-Pr,,io,~,-Cs~L,,i-~lI+&) 
utu: 
Summing up over all configurations u, and recalling that the sets U E are a partition 
of the configurations, and similarly the sets U:, allows us to apply the induction 
hypothesis to this last bound and conclude the proof of the lemma. 0 
The conjunction of Lemmas 2.4,2.5, and 2.6 yields the simulation of BPL in ZP* L. 
Theorem 2.8. BPL c ZP * L. 
Proof. The ZP * L machine will simulate the behavior of the given BPL machine M on 
the given input w as follows: The random tape is used to supply a random set S of size 
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nb of strings of length m (where b is the constant given in Lemma 2.4). It is then verified 
that the set is indeed good using the algorithm in Lemma 2.5 ~ in the unlikely case that 
it is not good we halt without giving an answer. 
If the set is verified to be good then by Lemma 2.6 we know that it is representative 
for the set of sequences of coin flips which cause M to accept; so we simulate M using 
on each string in S as coin flips, count the number of acceptances, and thus can decide 
whether the fraction of sequences of coin flips causing the machine to accept is below 
l/3 or above 213. This gives the information of whether the the machine M accepted 
the input w or not. It is clear that this simulation is in ZP*L. 0 
Since ZP * L c ZPAC ’ we also get the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.9. BPL c ZPAC’ . 
3. Appendix: logspace relative to a random oracle 
There are (at least) two different reasonable definitions of relativized logspace that 
are used in the literature. In the first (weak) definition, the length of the query tape is 
also limited by the space bound; thus, all queries must be of length O(logn). In the 
second (strong) definition the space bound does not apply to the query tape; thus, 
queries can have polynomial length. It is not difficult to see that for almost all oracles 
(in the sense of measure) these two notions give different classes. 
Here we look at the class of languages that can be decided in logspace relative to 
almost all oracles. 
Definition 3.1. For a complexity class C we define the class almost-C to be the class 
L of languages such that 
Pr[LECA] = 1, 
where A is an oracle chosen at random. For C = LOGSPACE we distinguish between 
which definition of relativized logspace was used and get the two classes almost,-L 
(weak definition) and almost,-L (strong definition). 
The power of almost-C is known for many complexity classes C, e.g., almost- 
P = BPP [3], almost-NP = AM [l 11, almost-PH = PH [l 11. Here we determine what 
is almost-L. Surprisingly, it turns out that both definitions of relativized logspace give 
the same class. 
Theorem 3.2. 
almost,-L = almost,-L = BP * L. 
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Proof. We show that (1) BP * L c almost,-L and (2) almost,-L c BP * L. 
(1): This part is rather standard. Given a BP*L Turing machine M that accepts 
a language L, and a constant E > 0, we build a logspace oracle Turing machine M’ that 
accepts L relative to a 1 --E fraction of the oracles. First amplify the probability of 
success of M to ~4~” for every input of length n; then M’ will use the ith bit of the 
oracle each time M reads the ith random bit from the random tape. It follows that for 
each input of length n, M’ will be correct on that input for all but ~4~” fraction of 
oracles. Summing over all possible inputs, we get that M’ errs on even a single input 
for at most E fraction of oracles. 
(2): We start with the usual manuevers. Given a language L in almost,-L we have 
that for measure 1 of oracles A there exists a logspace Turing machine M such that 
MA accepts L. Since there are only countably many Turing machines, some Turing 
machine M’ accepts L in space( c log n) relative to E fraction of oracles for some E > 0, 
and integer c. Using the Lebesgue density theorem, we see that for some fixed initial 
segment of oracle entries, M’ accepts L in space(clog n) relative to 2/3 measure of 
oracles with that prefix. Finally, we can hardwire this prefix and obtain an oracle 
Turing machine M that accepts L in space( c log n) relative to 2/3 measure of oracles 
A. We will simulate M in BP* L. 
To this point everything was standard. The natural thing to do next is to simulate 
M replacing each oracle query by reading a random bit. The difficulty with this is that 
queries to the oracle may have large (2 ‘log” = nc) length, while in BP* L we have access 
only to a polynomial number of random bits accessed by O(log n)-bit long addresses. 
This difficulty will be solved by using a generator. The generator will be fed a poly- 
nomial number of random bits, and will answer any query (of length nc) by a bit. We 
will describe a generator G that (1) can be computed by a logspace machine and (2) can 
be used to run M, without changing the acceptance probability (from that given by 
a truly random oracle). 
G will be a generator which is nc-wise independent. It accepts two parameters: an 
n’-bit long query q and an ad-bit random seed x, and outputs a single bit (d is 
a constant that depends on c). It satisfies the following property: For any sequence of 
queries ql, , qnC, and any sequence of values ai, . . . . E,=E{O, l} we have that 
Pr,[G(q,,x)=sl and . . . and G(qnc, x)=E,~)]=~~“~ 
It is an easy observation that our machine M will accept any string with the same 
probability whether it is given a truly random oracle A or the output of G where the 
random seed is chosen at random. This is so since for any sequence of queries 
q1r...,qn‘-, and any sequence of answers pi, . . . . +E{O, l}, we are assured that the 
probability that A accepts after getting this sequence of answers to this sequence of 
queries is the same in both cases (A cannot make more than nc queries). It is left to 
construct such a generator G in logspace. 
We use the construction from [l 11. It should be noted that the reason that this 
construction works is different from the reason that the construction works in [l 11; 
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here we only require that it is nc-wise independent and that it is easy to compute. Our 
random seed x is a p x p array of bits, where p is the smallest prime number greater 
than n2’. Thus, the random seed is represented as (Xij / 06 i, j-c p}. The value of G(q, x) 
is computed as follows: 4 is treated as representing a polynomial of degree nc- 1 over 
GF(p), where the ith bit of q is taken to be the ith coefficient of the polynomial. The 
value of G(q,x) is taken to be the parity of all bits of the random seed of the form 
xi,q(i), where O<i<p. 
We first prove that G is nc-wise independent. Let ql, . . . , qnC be a sequence of queries 
and consider the functions ii(X)= G(qi, x) defined by them. These functions are clearly 
linear functions over GF(2); we claim that they are independent (this clearly suffices to 
show that G is nc-wise independent). Consider any two such functions Ii and lj and 
look at the variables that are common to both. There are at most nc such variables 
since any two polynomials of degree nc- 1 can agree on at most nc values. Thus, for 
any i, li cannot be represented as a sum (over GF(2)) of less than p/nc>nc other lj’s. 
The computation of G can be done in logspace as p is O(log n) bits long and, thus, can 
be found in logspace, and arithmetic modp can also be done in logspace. The rest of 
the operations needed to compute G are trivially in logspace. 0 
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